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MAKING KIWI CANOPIES 
FOR OVER 30 YEARS
On the cutting edge of canopy design, Crown Canopies 
are engineered from a fibreglass shell to provide greater 
strength and durability than a plastic canopy. Painted 
with eco friendly water based paint the Crown Canopy 
has a glossy, flawless finish to complement the vehicle.

FEATURES
• Heavy duty 5mm fibreglass construction.
• UV resistant high-gloss gel coat finish.
• Strong 100kg load rating.
• Water tight storage space.

FLUSH WINDOW
Featuring an all glass trim that 
gives the canopy a snazzy 
modern look.

LIFT UP WINDOW
The essential window for 
tradesman, giving complete 
access to the tray of the vehicle.

SLIDING WINDOW
Ideal for dog owners who require 
ventilation and the casual user 
who needs a secure space.

SECURITY WINDOW
The perfect window option for 
accessibility and security using a 
solid fibreglass cut out.



RAINRUNNER

REMOTE LOCKING

FEATURES
• Easily installed as an upgrade to the Crown Canopy range.

FEATURES
• Keyless single handle access to your canopy rear door.

Using a combination of a flexible injection moulded corner radius, and 
a custom extruded centre section, water can be channelled across your 
door opening and away from the interior of your vehicle. Allowing you to 
work with your canopy rear door open in heavy rainfall.

Integrated into the vehicle’s electrical system, the Crown Canopy rear 
door locks and unlocks with the factory vehicle remote, for simple click 
and lock security. Using slam latch technology, the canopy rear door can 
be closed with no manual latching required.

FABRIK ELECTRO COAT

FEATURES
• Highly durable, weather-resistant and colourfast material.

In our state of the art and custom-designed facility, the Crown Canopies 
interior surface is robotically coated with a specially formulated binding 
agent. We then apply millions of fine electrostatically charged micro 
fibres onto this surface for a dense and plush finish.



THE ORIGINAL UTE LINER 
WORKS HARDER
With 30 years of experience bringing the highest 
quality liner to the world, the Tuf Dek Liner gives 
renowned usability and protection to the wellside. 
Manufactured from high-density polyethylene the Tuf 
Dek Liner is virtually impossible to crack or break.

FEATURES
• Over rail design fits both the Defender Hard Lid and 

Crown Canopy.
• Utilises the factory tie down points.
• Fits the Core Trax tie-down system for extra security.

FACTORY TIE DOWN POINTS
Any factory tie down points are 
accessible with the installation of 
a Tuf Dek Liner.

UNIQUE TAILGATE JAMB
Prevents dust from entering 
the bed and fully enclosing the 
tailgate. Model dependent.

HARD WEARING PROTECTION
The high-density polyethylene 
construction of the Tuf Dek Liner 
is virtually impossible to crack.

MAXIMUM BED SPACE
Keep as much of your bed as 
accessible as possible while 
providing durable ute protection.
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NEXT GENERATION  
BEDLINERS
You get the look and comfort of carpet, as well as 
a hard wearing non-slip TPO floor. That means not 
only will it protect your truck bed from impact dings 
and damage, but it will also stand up to the harshest 
conditions you can throw at it.

FEATURES
• Includes a built in hinge to prevents debris falling 

between the bed and tailgate.
• Allows full access to any factory tie downs.
• Installs in minutes with a no drill application

INTEGRATED TAILGATE GUARD
Prevents debris from collecting in 
the opening between the tray and 
the tailgate. 

NON-DRILL INSTALLATION
Provides a scratch free finish 
for the ute that installs with         
hook-and-loop fasteners.

IMPACT ABSORBING
19mm of padding provides 
painless entry and impact 
absorbing protection.

ANTI-SKID
Anti-skid TPO material prevents 
tools and loose items from 
excessive sliding around the tray.



The Defender Hard Lid converts the tray into a secure 
storage space. No more filling up the back seat with 
dirty tools, gear or supplies. Have everything within 
reach, with all angle access to the tray and easy 
opening with an efficient unlocking system.

THE HARD WEARING 
ALUMINIUM HARD LID

FEATURES
• Easily removed.
• 2.5mm layer checkered aluminium. 
• Black powder coat exterior.
• Greater opening angle.

ALUMINIUM EXTERIOR
Hard wearing aluminium checker 
plate exterior provides a stylish 
and durable finish.

GREATER OPENING ANGLE
All access, 47° opening angle for 
easy accessibility to the tray of 
the vehicle.

POP LOCK SECURITY HANDLE
Efficient single handle double lock 
security system recesses into the 
lid for subtle accessibility.

OPTIONAL CARGO RAILS
Load rated Cargo Rails provide 
carrying capacity for the Defender 
Hard Lid.



INNOVATIVE 
RETRACTABLE HARD LID
The premium retractable tonneau cover, sleek design 
and an ultimate finish, with the colour option of 
anodized aluminium or black powder coat exterior. 
Providing unparalleled access due to it's effortless 
roll away design.

FEATURES
• Anodized aluminium exterior.
• Multiple locking positions.
• Optional Cargo Carriers and Sports Bars.
• Non-Drill Clamp on system.

ALUMINIUM EXTERIOR
Lightweight aluminium roll cover 
that adds style and appeal to your 
vehicle.

LOCKABLE WITH TAILGATE
Provides a high level of protection 
from the elements and keeps your 
belongings safe and dry.

OPTIONAL SPORTS BAR
The addition of a sports bar 
provides a polished or powder 
coated black extension to the lid.

OPTIONAL CARGO CARRIES
Load rated Cargo Rails provide 
carrying capacity for the Mountain 
Top Roll.



FEATURES
• Made with 100% weather resistant materials.
• Utilises multiple locking positions.
• Easy to install and removes in minutes.
• Additional storage and tie down accessories.

ELECTRIC ROLLING 
HARD LID
The first roll cover to fully integrate with the vehicle’s 
electrical system, the RollTrac’s smart ECU provides 
smooth and safe operation, while also preserving 
your battery. All-aluminium external construction is 
ready for the harshest conditions.

FEATURES
• Single touch buttons on both sides of the vehicle.
• Integrates directly with central Locking.
• Stop and lock the roll cover in any position.
• Anti-pinch system protects you from injury.

SMART TECHNOLOGY
The RollTrac is pre-programmed 
with operating software specific 
to your vehicle application.

TOUGH
Finished in scratch-resistant 
lightly textured black powder coat, 
also UV Stable and will not fade.

ELECTRIC ROLLING LID
The RollTrac Electric model 
integrates to your vehicle's remote 
central locking as standard.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
A Sports Bar Adapter Kit allows 
use of the OEM Sports Bar and 
racking options.



FEATURES
• Made with 100% weather resistant materials.
• Utilises multiple locking positions.
• Easy to install and removes in minutes.
• Additional storage and tie down accessories.

GIVE YOUR VEHICLE A 
TOUCH OF FLARE
Using existing vehicle attachment points and 
specifically designed hardware. These Fender Flares 
are CAD designed to have a simple no-drill fitment 
and replicate the look of standard factory fitting 
options, to fit each vehicle application precisely.

FEATURES
• No drill fitment leaves your vehicle free of holes 

and other lasting marks.
• Meets NZTA aftermarket modification standards.
• Made from UV stable plastic.

ENDER
F L A R E S

NO-DRILL FITMENT
Designed to have a simple no-drill 
fitment and replicate the look of 
standard factory fitting.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGN
Each vehicle model has an 
exclusive CAD designed flare, to 
replicate the look of the vehicle.

UV STABLE PLASTIC
100% rust proof and UV resistant, 
won't fade over time in the harsh 
NZ sun.

NZTA STANDARDS
Meet the "NZ Transport Agency" 
aftermarket wheel protrusion 
modification standards.



FEATURES
• Made with 100% weather resistant materials.
• Utilises multiple locking positions.
• Easy to install and removes in minutes.
• Additional storage and tie down accessories.

VEHICLE SHELVING AND 
STORAGE SYSTEM
Built from steel and wrapped in automotive carpet, 
the dual drawers extend effortlessly along a rolling 
track, providing two heavy duty and lockable storage 
spaces, capable of holding 100kgs each. When fitting 
a canopy, two steel shelves can be installed.

FEATURES
• Drawers dynamically rated to 100kgs each.
• 320mm deep shelves hold plastic storage bins.
• Automotive carpet creates a soft usable surface. 
• Free space above drawers system. 

QUANTUM SIDE STEPS
These euro style running boards are the ideal accessory to add a black 
accent to a vehicle. Featuring black anodised step treads and custom 
end caps they provide effortless entry to the vehicle, convenient access 
to the roof and lower body protection from mud and stones.

FEATURES
• Built from aluminium and anodised black for style and protection.



SWING CASE TOOLBOX

TJM SNORKEL

BED SLIDE TRAY

FEATURES
• The Swing Case can carry up to 34kgs of tools or gear.

FEATURES
• Engineered to supply the correct volume of air or better to the engine.

FEATURES
• Additional storage and tie down accessories.

Built to last from lightweight, high impact, ABS plastic, SwingCase is 
tough, weather resistant and custom fitted to your ute. A moisture 
resistant seal, lockable lid and impact absorbing ABS plastic material 
provides a dry and secure storage space for your valuable tools or gear. 

Fitting a snorkel means air supply is drawn from roof level providing 
cooler and cleaner air to the engine, which means greater fuel efficiency 
and less clogging of air filters. Providing hassle-free air induction when 
immersed in dust and getting you through deep water crossings. 

The Bed Slide is the perfect solution to accessing the ute bed and 
sliding everything out from under a canopy, tonneau cover or hard lid. 
Holding 450kgs evenly distributed, simply grab the handle and pull, and 
the Bed Slide rolls everything out.
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